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Summary of Material Changes

This summary discusses material changes that have been made to the disclosure document (Form ADV Part 2A) that we provide to clients as required by SEC rules. The changes discussed here are the changes made since the date of our last annual update of our disclosure document, March 12, 2019.

Item 4: Advisory Business

Added Riverbridge Collective Investment Trust—Riverbridge provides investment advisory services to the Riverbridge Collective Investment Trust (“CIT”). The CIT serves the collective investment of assets of participating tax-qualified pension and profit-sharing plans and related trusts, and government plans, as more fully described in the Declaration of Trust. The Riverbridge CIT is managed by SEI Trust Company, an independent corporate trustee. When we refer to “client” in this document, we are including the Riverbridge CIT.

Item 7: Types of Clients

Added collective investment trusts to the list of types of clients that Riverbridge provides investment services.

Item 10: Other Financial Industry Activities and Affiliations

Added the following regarding other financial industry activities: Various employees of Riverbridge, including Mark Thompson, Rick Moulton and Colin Sharp, have an ownership interest in a private equity, investment partnership managed by a non-Riverbridge employee. The investment partnership is not actively marketed to Riverbridge clients.

Item 12: Brokerage Practices

Added the following regarding order placement: For all of the firm’s strategies, except Small Cap Growth and Smid Cap Growth, we will trade accounts absent trade restrictions in the strategy’s model as a single block order and concurrently start placing trades subject to trade restrictions in the order dictated by the results of randomization. For the Small Cap Growth and Smid Cap Growth strategies, we will initially trade accounts absent trade restrictions in the strategy’s model as a single block order. Thereafter, we will place trades subject to trade restrictions in the order dictated by the results of randomization.

In the past we have offered or delivered information about our qualifications and business practices to clients on at least an annual basis. Pursuant to new SEC Rules, we will ensure that our clients receive a summary of any material changes to our brochures within 120 days of the close of Riverbridge Partners’ fiscal year. We may further provide other ongoing disclosure information about material changes as necessary. We will provide our clients with a new brochure as necessary based on changes or new information, at any time, without charge. The brochure may be delivered in paper format or through an electronic delivery method. Our brochure may be requested by contacting 612-904-6200 or Compliance@Riverbridge.com. Additional information about Riverbridge Partners, LLC is also available via the SEC’s website www.adviserinfo.sec.gov.
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Item 4  Advisory Business

Riverbridge Partners, LLC (Riverbridge) was founded in 1987 and is an investment manager for institutions, investment companies, pooled investment vehicles, individuals, and advisors. Since its inception, Riverbridge has remained an investment-centric firm. Our portfolios are managed by an investment team of dedicated professionals who believe in bridging human insight with data analysis to help our clients invest with endurance.

Riverbridge offers growth-oriented investment services by investing in equity securities, which we believe will provide high returns over the long term. Riverbridge believes earnings power determines the value of a franchise. We focus on companies that are building their earnings power and intrinsic value over long periods of time. We invest in high-quality growth companies that demonstrate the ability to sustain strong secular earnings growth, regardless of overall economic conditions. The quality of our defined, timeless investment process has been tested and proven in various types of market cycles.

In December 2012, Northill US Holdings, Inc., part of the Northill Capital Group ("Northill"), acquired approximately 58% of Riverbridge. Northill provides equity capital to asset management firms. Ultimate ownership of Northill rests with entities associated with Ernesto and Donata Bertarelli of Switzerland. The remaining interest in Riverbridge Partners, LLC is employee owned. The Board of Governors of Riverbridge consists of the following individuals:

Mark A. Thompson, Riverbridge/Chief Investment Officer, Portfolio Manager
Rick D. Moulton, Riverbridge/Portfolio Manager
Andrew W. Turner, Riverbridge/Relationship Manager
Colin M. Sharp, Riverbridge/Director of Operations
Richard D. Potter, Northill
Darius J. Berendji, Northill

Employee-owners of Riverbridge Partners, LLC include Mark Thompson, Rick Moulton, Andrew Turner, and Colin Sharp.

**Riverbridge’s Core Offering:** Our core offering is to provide sound investment management to a diverse client base. Depending upon the type (i.e., institutional, endowment, governmental entity, pension plan, investment company, pooled investment vehicle, individual and/or family) and needs of the client, from a specific asset class to a total portfolio, our services can range from providing a specific equity investment strategy (i.e., Large Cap Growth, Mid Cap Growth, Small Cap Growth, and/or All Cap Growth) to compliment a client’s existing investment portfolio, to providing a client with a diversified equity and fixed income portfolio consistent with the client’s investment objective. The scope and type of the investment management service, including any corresponding investment restrictions or unique circumstances, shall generally be set forth in an Investment Policy Statement ("IPS") to be executed by the client. The IPS will govern the investment management process. The IPS will be reviewed on a periodic basis to confirm that it remains consistent with the client’s investment objective.

**Riverbridge’s Value-Added Services:** In addition to our core investment management offering, clients may call upon us to provide investment-related advisory services. Our advisory services can range from investment-consulting relative to the appropriateness of different types of investment alternatives for
an institutional client to financial planning-related issues for an individual or family (i.e., insurance, estate, tax, and retirement planning). The majority of our advisory services focus on identifying opportunities for our clients and making recommendations to reach their goals. The client is never under any obligation to accept or implement any of our recommendations.

Neither Riverbridge, nor any of its employees, serve a client as an attorney, accountant, or insurance agent. Correspondingly, we do not prepare estate planning documents or tax returns or sell insurance products. If engaged to do so, Riverbridge will work alongside the client’s existing team of professionals (i.e., attorney, accountant, insurance agent, etc.) or Riverbridge can make a recommendation. If the client engages any such recommended professional, and a dispute arises thereafter relative to such engagement, the client agrees to seek recourse exclusively from and against the engaged professional.

**Riverbridge Mutual Funds**-Effective December 31, 2012, Riverbridge launched and serves as investment adviser to the Riverbridge Growth Fund (the “Growth Fund”). The Riverbridge Eco Leaders® Fund was also established on December 31, 2012 and was launched on December 31, 2014. The Funds are each a series of the Investment Managers Series Trust. More information concerning the Riverbridge Growth Fund and the Riverbridge Eco Leaders® Fund, including advisory fees and investment minimums, is available in the Funds’ prospectus. When we refer to “client” in this document, we are including the Riverbridge Mutual Funds.

**Riverbridge Collective Investment Trust**-Riverbridge provides investment advisory services to the Riverbridge Collective Investment Trust (“CIT”). The CIT serves the collective investment of assets of participating tax-qualified pension and profit-sharing plans and related trusts, and government plans, as more fully described in the Declaration of Trust. The Riverbridge CIT is managed by SEI Trust Company, an independent corporate trustee. When we refer to “client” in this document, we are including the Riverbridge CIT.

**Sub-Advisory Engagements**-Riverbridge serves as a sub-adviser to unaffiliated registered investment advisers pursuant to the terms and conditions of a written Sub-Advisory Agreement. With respect to its sub-advisory service, the unaffiliated investment advisers that engage Riverbridge’s sub-advisory services maintain both the initial and ongoing day-to-day relationship with the underlying client, including initial and ongoing determination of client suitability for Riverbridge’s designated investment strategies. If the custodian/broker-dealer is directed by the unaffiliated investment adviser and/or client, Riverbridge will be unable to negotiate commissions and/or transaction costs, and/or seek better execution. As a result, the client may pay higher commissions or other transactions costs or greater spreads, or receive less favorable net prices, on transactions for the account than would otherwise be the case through alternative clearing arrangements recommended by Riverbridge. Higher transactions costs adversely impact account performance.

**WRAP Fee Programs**-Riverbridge provides portfolio management services under a so-called "wrap fee" arrangement offered by unaffiliated broker-dealer sponsors. We invest the WRAP fee program accounts using the same base model portfolios used for non-WRAP program accounts. The broker-dealer recommends us as an investment adviser for a certain strategy or strategies, pays our management fee on behalf of the client, monitors and evaluates our performance, executes the client’s portfolio transactions without commission charge, and provides custodial services for the client’s assets. These services, or any combination of these or other services, are provided for a single fee paid by the client to the broker-dealer. Our investment advisory fee under such a “wrap fee” arrangement occasionally will differ from that offered to other clients. Transactions are effected "net", i.e. without commissions, and
a portion of the wrap fee is generally considered as being in lieu of commissions. Trades are generally required and/or expected to be executed only with the broker-dealer with whom the client has entered into the wrap fee arrangement, so we will not be free to seek best price and execution by placing transactions with other brokers and dealers.

While it has been our experience that broker-dealers with whom it presently deals under the clients' wrap fee arrangements generally can offer best price for transactions in listed equity securities, no assurance can be given that this will continue to be the case with those or other broker-dealers who offer wrap fee arrangements, nor with respect to transactions in other types of securities. Accordingly, the client may wish to satisfy him/herself that the broker-dealer offering the wrap fee arrangement can provide adequate price and execution of most or all transactions. The client might also consider that, depending upon the level of the wrap fee charges by the broker-dealer, the amount of portfolio activity in the client’s account, the value of custodial and other services which are provided under the arrangement, and other factors, the wrap fee may or may not exceed the aggregate cost of such services if they were to be provided separately, and if we were free to negotiate commissions and seek best price and execution of transactions for the client’s account. Higher transaction costs adversely impact account performance. Our account minimum size under the “wrap fee” arrangement will generally be lower than the minimum offered to other clients.

**UMA Programs** - Riverbridge provides investment advisory services as part of unaffiliated UMA programs that only require we deliver our model. Riverbridge will be unable to negotiate commissions and/or transactions costs with these programs. The program sponsor will determine the broker-dealer through which transactions must be effected, and the amount of transaction fees and/or commission to be charged to the participant investor accounts. As a result, the client may pay higher commissions or other transaction costs or greater spreads, or receive less favorable net prices, on transactions for the account than would otherwise be the case through alternative clearing arrangements recommended by Riverbridge. Higher transaction costs adversely impact account performance. Our account minimum size under the UMA program arrangement will generally be lower than the minimum offered to other clients.

**Client Obligations** - In performing our services, we shall not be required to verify any information received from the client or from the client’s other professionals, and we are authorized to rely on this information. Moreover, it is the client’s responsibility to promptly notify us if there is ever any material change in their financial situation or investment objectives for the purpose of reviewing, evaluating and revising our previous recommendations and/or services.

**Assets under Management** - Our regulatory assets under management as of December 31, 2019 were approximately $5,378.3 million. Riverbridge managed these assets on a discretionary basis. In addition, we have UMA clients that only require we deliver our model. The assets managed under this non-discretionary basis as of December 31, 2019 were approximately $2,656.6 million, and these assets are not calculated by the firm as part of the regulatory assets under management.

**Item 5 Fees and Compensation**

The standard fee schedule calls for clients to pay an annual fee of 1% of assets under management. We may, at our sole discretion, charge a lesser investment management fee based upon certain criteria such as the following:
As a result, similar clients receiving similar services may pay different fees.

There are inherent conflicts of interest as a result of the different types of clients serviced and the fees paid by those clients. We have policies and procedures designed to mitigate those conflicts.

As a standard practice, Riverbridge’s fee is billed quarterly in arrears as a percentage of the assets under management, based on the average of the three month-end market values for the quarters ending on March 31, June 30, September 30 and December 31.

The following illustrates our standard quarterly in arrears fee calculation method:

\[
\text{Market Value} \times \text{Quarterly Fee Rate} = \text{Quarterly Fee}
\]

**Market Value** = The average of the three month-end values during a quarter will constitute the account market value. If the account closes during the quarter, the market value of the last day the agreement was in effect will be included in the month-end average calculation.

\[
\text{Quarterly Fee Rate} = \frac{\text{Annual Fee Rate}}{4}
\]

**New and Closing accounts**
If the agreement is not in effect for a full calendar quarter, the fee rate for a partial calendar quarter shall be determined as follows:

\[
\text{Quarterly Fee Rate} \times \frac{\text{Number of days in quarter in which agreement was in effect}}{\text{Total number of days in calendar quarter}}
\]

**Cash Flows**
There will be no additional adjustment for contributions or withdrawals made to the account during the quarter.

At the client’s request, their management fee may be billed monthly or may be pre-paid. We use unaffiliated vendors in an effort to ensure fair valuation of the assets under management. We use our valuation for purposes of fee calculation unless the client requests a different calculation method. Riverbridge may bill a flat fee for advisory services on assets not under our management.

Riverbridge enters into performance-based fee arrangements with certain clients that are “qualified clients” (see Performance-Based Fees in Item 6). A common example of a performance-based fee arrangement is as follows: An incentive fee shall be earned by Riverbridge in any calendar year in which the value of the account increases by more than 5% (adjusted for any and all additions or withdrawals). The incentive fee amount shall be 20% of the excess appreciation (above 5%) as long as the account value has reached a new “high water mark” at that point in time. In addition, there is a base fee of .50% of assets under management in the performance-based fee account.
The Riverbridge’s Investment Advisory Agreement and the custodial clearing agreement may authorize the custodian to debit the client account for the amount of our investment advisory fee and to directly remit that management fee to us in compliance with regulatory procedures. The client may choose to be billed directly. In the event that Riverbridge bills the client directly, payment is due upon receipt of our invoice. The Investment Advisory Agreement between Riverbridge and the client will continue in effect until terminated by either party by written notice in accordance with the terms of the Investment Advisory Agreement. Upon termination, we shall debit the account or bill the client directly for the portion of the unpaid advisory fee paid based upon the number of days that services were provided during the billing quarter. Upon termination of a pre-paid fee account, we will refund the number of days that services were not provided during the billing quarter.

Clients will pay certain other fees and expenses to third parties, not us, in connection with the management of their account. Broker-dealers charge brokerage commissions and/or transaction fees for effecting certain securities transactions. Transaction fees are charged for certain no-load mutual funds and commissions are charged for individual equity and fixed income securities transactions. When beneficial to the client, individual debt or equity transactions may be effected through broker-dealers with whom Riverbridge or the client have entered into arrangements for prime brokerage clearing services. In this event, the client shall incur both the transaction fee charged by the executing broker-dealer and a "trade-away" fee charged by the designated custodian. If Riverbridge invests client assets in mutual funds or with a sub-advisor, clients will generally pay those customary fees charged directly by such funds or sub-advisor to their investors, which typically include investment advisory fees and other fees and expenses. Riverbridge’s advisory fee is in addition to these fees and as a result, clients will pay two levels of advisory fees with respect to such investments.

Riverbridge reviews mutual fund share classes to determine what share class is most appropriate for the client. A conflict of interest is created if Riverbridge 1) purchases a more expensive share class when a less expensive share class is available and 2) related to the purchase, Riverbridge receives trailer fees, other compensation or Rule 12b-1 fees (generally marketing and distribution expenses). If this is to occur, Riverbridge must disclose the conflict of interest to the client and the related fees received.

If Riverbridge recommends shares of the Riverbridge Growth Fund or the Riverbridge Eco Leaders® Fund to clients for whom such an investment is suitable, Riverbridge will waive its separate advisory fee on those advisory client assets invested in the Riverbridge Funds to avoid “double-dipping” on advisory fees. Riverbridge’s fees for advisory services to the Riverbridge Mutual Funds are available in the Funds’ prospectus.

Because Riverbridge does not physically custody client assets, clients will use a third-party custodian and may pay fees charged by that custodian. To the extent a client’s custodian is also a broker-dealer and provides transaction services, any such brokerage and other transaction costs are typically set forth in the client’s agreement with the custodian. Please also see Item 12 below for information concerning Riverbridge’s brokerage practices.

Item 6 Performance-Based Fees and Side-by-Side Management

Riverbridge provides investment advisory services to certain accounts on a Performance Fee basis in accordance with Rule 205-3 of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940. Rule 205-3 permits a registered investment adviser to enter into an agreement with certain sophisticated clients who have the capacity
to bear the potential additional risks of such a fee arrangement. An investment adviser can rely on Rule 205-3 only if the performance fee agreement is with “qualified clients.” The Rule includes in the definition of “qualified clients”:

- natural persons and companies that have *either* at least $1 million under management with Riverbridge immediately after entering into a performance fee agreement or a net worth at the time the agreement is entered into in excess of $2.1 million excluding the value of the client’s primary residence and the amount of debt secured by the property that is no greater than the property’s current market value. Indebtedness secured by the primary residence will be considered a liability if it exceeds the fair market value of the property or was incurred within 60 days before entering into the contract with Riverbridge; and

- “qualified purchasers” which includes certain defined contribution retirement plans provided they satisfy eligibility requirements. These requirements include specific decision-making authorization of the trustee and aggregate discretionary investible plan assets of $25m or greater.

If a client enters into a performance fee arrangement with Riverbridge, the client will be required to represent and/or warrant that they:

1. are a “qualified client” as partially defined immediately above;
2. understand that Riverbridge is relying upon such representation for compliance with Rule 205-3;
3. understand that the Performance Fee will be an incentive for Riverbridge to make investments that are riskier or more speculative than would be the case absent a Performance Fee.

Such Performance Fee arrangements also create an incentive to favor higher-fee paying accounts over other accounts that use the same investment strategy but only charge an asset-based fee (known as “side-by-side management”). This incentive could cause an investment adviser to allocate the “best” investment opportunities only to the higher-fee account and the better-executed trades to the higher fee account. Riverbridge has procedures addressing the allocation of investment opportunities and the execution of client trades that are designed and implemented to ensure that all clients are treated fairly and equally over time and that no client is systematically disadvantaged. Such procedures are generally described in Item 12 below. Riverbridge reviews the investment performance of the performance-based fee accounts against the performance of similar accounts to identify any differences caused by such favoritism.

**Item 7 Types of Clients**

Riverbridge provides investment management services to institutions, corporations, partnerships, pension and profit-sharing plans, foundations, charitable organizations, banks, investment companies, collective investment trusts, pooled investment vehicles, individuals, trusts and estates. We generally require a $1 million aggregate asset minimum for investment.
Riverbridge believes earnings power determines the value of a franchise. We focus on companies that are building their earnings power and building the intrinsic value of the company over long periods of time. Our investment strategy bridges human insight with data analysis to identify enduring businesses that demonstrate the ability to produce a sustainable high return on invested capital. The Riverbridge Investment Team seeks to invest in companies that possess all five building blocks of our philosophy:

- Sound Culture & Management
- Strong Unit Growth
- Strategic Market Position
- Internally Financed Growth
- Conservative Accounting

Riverbridge generally invests in growth equity securities of companies of any size, including small and mid-capitalization companies. All portfolios are aligned to a model portfolio. As a result, dispersion between accounts is relatively small. Riverbridge concentrates on outperforming our portfolio benchmarks over longer periods of time. Riverbridge’s portfolio turnover is generally less than 30% annually. The Riverbridge portfolios generally seek to remain fully invested at all times; cash is a residual of our investment process.

Riverbridge may customize portfolios to meet the client’s capital appreciation and income needs. Customized portfolios may be diversified across asset classes (stocks, bonds, cash, etc.). Our fixed income investment strategy focuses on investment grade fixed income securities.

**Risks** – Investing in securities involves risk of loss that clients should be prepared to bear. There is no assurance that an investment will provide positive performance over any period of time. Past performance is no guarantee of future results and different periods and market conditions may result in significantly different outcomes. Material risks are set forth below, but this section does not attempt to identify every risk, or to describe completely those risks it does identify.

Clients invested in the Riverbridge portfolios may experience a loss of principal. Volatility of financial markets can expose our clients’ investments in our portfolios to market risk. Market risk may affect a single issuer, industry, section of the economy or geographic region, or it may affect the market as a whole. Securities of small and mid-capitalization companies generally involve greater risk than securities of larger capitalization companies because they may be more vulnerable to adverse business or economic developments. Securities of small and mid-cap companies may be less liquid and more volatile than securities of larger capitalization companies or the market averages in general. Growth stock prices frequently reflect projections of future earnings or revenues, and if earnings growth expectations are not met, their valuations may return to more typical norms, causing their stock prices to fall.

Clients will be subject to the following additional risks to the extent these strategies or investments are used in their accounts. Asset allocation risk: Asset allocation may have a more significant effect on account value when one of the more heavily weighted asset classes is performing more poorly than the others. Diversification and strategic asset allocation do not assure profit or protection against loss in declining markets. Fixed income risks, including: interest rate risk, which is the chance that bond prices
overall will decline because of rising interest rates; **income risk**, which is the chance that a strategy’s income will decline because of falling interest rates; **credit risk**, which is the chance that a bond issuer will fail to pay interest and principal in a timely manner, or that negative perceptions of the issuer’s ability to make such payments will cause the price of that bond to decline; and **call risk**, which is the chance that during periods of falling interest rates, issuers of callable bonds may call (repay) securities with higher coupons or interest rates before their maturity dates. The account would then lose any price appreciation above the bond’s call price and would be forced to reinvest the unanticipated proceeds at lower interest rates, resulting in a decline in the strategy’s income. To the extent an account invests in bonds issued by local governments, such bonds are subject to the fixed income risks described above as well as the following risks: legislative risk- the risk that a change in the tax code could affect the value of tax-exempt interest income; and liquidity risk- the risk that investors may have difficulty finding a buyer when they want to sell and may be forced to sell at a significant discount to market value. Liquidity risk is greater for thinly traded securities such as lower-rated bonds, bonds that were part of a small issue, bonds that have recently had their credit rating downgraded or bonds sold by an infrequent issuer.

Risks exist if a sub-advisor is engaged by Riverbridge to manage certain assets. Risks associated with sub-advisory relationships include but are not limited to changes in the sub-advisor’s leadership, investment acumen, valuation methodology, internal controls and procedures, cybersecurity, affiliations, and financial matters related to the sub-advisor.

Risks exist for business interruptions and cybersecurity threats that may result in a delay of service or a breach of confidential information.

**Item 9 Disciplinary Information**

Registered investment advisers are required to disclose all material facts regarding any legal or disciplinary events that would be material to the client’s evaluation of their firm or the integrity of their management. Riverbridge has no information responsive to this Item.

**Item 10 Other Financial Industry Activities and Affiliations**

Certain advisory clients of Riverbridge have invested in private investment funds that have connections to Riverbridge: Wilke/Thompson Investment Partners II, LLP and UroMed Funding, LLC (the “Private Funds”). The Private Funds are not advisory clients of Riverbridge; however, Riverbridge is entitled to receive a small administrative fee from the Private Funds for certain limited administrative tasks it performs. Such fees are disclosed in each fund’s annual audited financial statements. Riverbridge does not assess any investment advisory fees on advisory client assets invested in the Private Funds. Mark Thompson, Chief Manager of Riverbridge, and Quadris LLC, a related person of Riverbridge, serve as managing or general partner, or the equivalent, of one or more of the Private Funds. Mark Thompson also serves as the sole member and sole governor of Quadris LLC (“Quadris”). Other Riverbridge officers serve as officers of Quadris. Neither Mr. Thompson nor Quadris receive management or similar fees for their services. As disclosed in the UroMed Funding, LLC governing documents, Quadris is entitled to a percentage of the fund’s cumulative distributions after certain target cumulative distributions have been made. Because of his role with Quadris, Mr. Thompson stands to benefit from these distributions, if any. Certain Riverbridge employees, including Mr. Thompson, also invest in one or more of the Private Funds and therefore have a financial stake in the success of the Private Funds. To the extent Riverbridge
provides any investment advice to advisory clients concerning the Private Funds, such clients should be aware of these conflicts of interest. Riverbridge seeks to address these conflicts by adhering to its fiduciary obligation to place advisory client interests first, by only recommending Private Fund investments where such investment is suitable for a qualified client, by disclosure of all material facts, and by not having any discretionary authority to invest client assets in the Private Funds, as further described below.

Riverbridge does not place client assets in private investment funds on a discretionary basis. Riverbridge provides only non-discretionary investment advice to qualified clients in connection with all investments in private investment funds. To the extent that a client determines to invest in any such private investment funds, the following disclosure is applicable: Private investment funds generally involve various risk factors and liquidity constraints, a complete discussion of which is set forth in each fund's offering documents which will be provided to each client for review and consideration. Each prospective client investor will be required to complete a Subscription Agreement, pursuant to which the client shall establish that he/she is qualified for investment in the fund and acknowledges and accepts the various risk factors that are associated with such an investment.

As noted above, Riverbridge is majority owned by Northill and Northill representatives serve on Riverbridge’s Board of Governors. Riverbridge has no other arrangements with Northill or its affiliates that are material to Riverbridge’s business or its advisory clients.

Riverbridge serves as investment adviser to the Riverbridge Mutual Funds discussed above. If Riverbridge recommends shares of the Riverbridge Growth Fund or the Riverbridge Eco Leaders® Fund to clients for whom such an investment is suitable, Riverbridge will waive its separate advisory fee on those advisory client assets invested in the Funds to avoid “double-dipping” on advisory fees. As discussed below in Items 11 and 12, Riverbridge has policies and procedures in place to address potential conflicts between the Funds and other client accounts. Riverbridge has registered representatives of an unaffiliated broker/dealer, IMST Distributors, LLC (Foreside), to market the Riverbridge Mutual Funds.

Similar to the Riverbridge Mutual Funds discussed above, Riverbridge will waive its separate advisory fee on those advisory client assets invested in the Riverbridge CIT to avoid “double-dipping” on advisory fees.

Mark Thompson, Chief Manager, serves on the board of trustees of LoCorr Investment Trust, an open-end management investment company registered under the Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended, that currently issues its shares in five series. Riverbridge does not recommend these funds to its clients or otherwise invest in them. There is also no conflict from an investment standpoint because these funds do not use the same investment strategies that Riverbridge uses for its clients’ accounts.

Mark Thompson also serves on the board of Wiland, Inc., a private direct marketing and consumer intelligence company. This board position does not conflict with his position at Riverbridge as Riverbridge does not invest in this private company on behalf of our clients.

Riverbridge Partners, LLC has an affiliated entity, Riverbridge Services, Inc., that provides services to Riverbridge Partners, LLC.
Various employees of Riverbridge, including Mark Thompson, Rick Moulton and Colin Sharp, have an ownership interest in a private equity, investment partnership managed by a non-Riverbridge employee. The investment partnership is not actively marketed to Riverbridge clients.

Item 11  Code of Ethics, Participation or Interest in Client Transactions and Personal Trading

Riverbridge has a Code of Ethics for the professional conduct of all employees in our fiduciary duty to our clients. All employees must acknowledge on an annual basis that they have complied and will continue to comply with the Code of Ethics. The Code of Ethics requires all employees to preserve the confidentiality of information communicated by our clients. It prohibits the use of material non-public information, the misrepresentation of services, and the intentional spread of false information. In addition, the Code of Ethics requires the disclosure by all employees to Riverbridge of any conflicts of interest that could interfere with their duty to Riverbridge including outside business activities and political contributions. We will furnish a copy of our Code of Ethics upon request.

It is the policy of Riverbridge that all employees of the firm have the duty to place the interest of the client first and shall handle his or her personal securities transactions in such a manner as to avoid any actual or potential conflict of interest or any abuse of position of trust and responsibility. All employees must submit a trade authorization before a trade in a reportable security is placed. All transactions in a security with a market capitalization under $2 billion must be pre-cleared by a member of the Investment Team and the Trading Desk. All employees must quarterly acknowledge all trades placed and initially and annually acknowledge all security holdings. No employee of Riverbridge shall acquire any securities in an initial public offering. No employee of Riverbridge shall acquire any securities in private placements without advance approval. Employees of Riverbridge may allow the firm to manage their personal accounts in accordance to the Riverbridge portfolio models, provided they have relinquished all trading authority to Riverbridge. The employee accounts managed by the firm will participate with clients in a particular transaction and will not receive preferential treatment over the clients in the execution of this transaction.

Riverbridge employees provided the initial capital for the Riverbridge Growth Fund and the Riverbridge Eco Leaders® Fund and as a result have a material investment in the Funds. Certain conflicts related to this are addressed by Riverbridge’s policies and procedures related to allocations of investment opportunities and aggregated trading, as described in Item 6 and Item 12. Another conflict relates to the advice that might be given to clients to invest in the Riverbridge Funds, e.g., that client investments are recommended only to add to the Funds’ assets and support employee personal investments. Riverbridge requires employees to put client interests first, however, and will ensure that any recommendation to invest in the Riverbridge Funds is made only to clients for whom such an investment is suitable. Riverbridge’s Code of Ethics also requires employees to obtain pre-approval of any personal transactions in the Riverbridge Growth Fund and Riverbridge Eco Leaders® Fund to address any potential conflicts related to their knowledge of the Funds’ activities.

Item 12  Brokerage Practices

Riverbridge’s overriding objective in effecting portfolio transactions is to seek to obtain the best combination of price and execution, subject only to any client direction to utilize a particular broker-dealer for execution of transactions in that client’s account. The best net price, giving effect to
brokerage commission, if any, and other transaction costs, is normally an important factor in this decision, but a number of other factors may also enter into the decision. These include:

- our knowledge of negotiated commission rates currently available and other current transactions costs;
- the nature of the security being traded;
- the size of the transaction;
- the desired timing of the trade;
- the activity existing and expected in the market for the particular security;
- confidentiality;
- the provision of brokerage and/or research services;
- the execution, clearance and settlement capabilities of the broker or dealer selected and others which are considered;
- the responsiveness of any broker or dealer;
- the financial responsibility of any broker or dealer; and
- our knowledge of actual or apparent operational problems of any broker or dealer.

Recognizing the value of these factors, our clients may pay a brokerage commission in excess of that which another broker-dealer might have charged for effecting the same transaction. We periodically review the general level of brokerage commissions paid and conduct sampling of client trades to determine whether the trades were executed properly compared to available market data.

We maintain and periodically update a list of approved broker-dealers who, in the firm’s judgment, are generally able to provide best price and execution. Our traders are directed to use only broker-dealers on the approved list except in the case of client designations or instructions from the investment team, which approves and reviews brokerage relationships.

With regard to the use of client commissions, also known as “soft dollars”, Riverbridge has adopted a brokerage allocation policy embodying the concepts of Section 28(e) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (Section 28(e)) and the related regulatory guidance. Section 28(e) permits an investment adviser to cause an account to pay commission rates in excess of those another broker-dealer would have charged for effecting the same transaction, if the adviser determines in good faith that the commission paid is reasonable in relation to the value of the brokerage and research services provided. The brokerage and research services we receive provide lawful and appropriate assistance to us in performing our investment decision-making responsibilities. Where more than one broker or dealer is believed to be capable of providing best execution with respect to a particular portfolio transaction, we often select a broker or dealer that furnishes us research products or services. During the last fiscal year, we received the following types of products and services:

- proprietary and third-party research reports;
- research compilations; and
- research conferences and seminars.

These selections are not pursuant to an agreement or understanding with any of the broker-dealers; however, we do maintain an internal allocation procedure to identify those broker-dealers who have provided us with research products or services, the research products or services they provided, and to endeavor, consistent with our obligation to seek best execution, to direct sufficient commissions to
them to ensure the continued receipt of research products and services we feel are useful. Riverbridge believes that research products or services received from broker-dealers benefit all of our accounts and not solely the account or accounts which generate the commissions. Riverbridge does not seek to allocate soft dollar benefits to client accounts proportionately to the soft dollar credits the accounts generate.

When Riverbridge uses client brokerage commissions to obtain research or research services, Riverbridge receives a benefit because it does not have to produce or pay for the research or research services. As a result, Riverbridge will have an incentive to select a broker-dealer based on its interest in receiving the research or other products or services, rather than on clients’ interest in receiving most favorable execution. Because the use of client commissions to pay for research or brokerage services for which Riverbridge would otherwise have to pay presents a conflict of interest, Riverbridge has adopted policies and procedures concerning soft dollars, which address all aspects of its use of client commissions and requires that such use be consistent with Section 28(e), as described above.

In seeking best execution, Riverbridge may select a broker-dealer that does not provide proprietary research services to Riverbridge. When trading with non-proprietary research providing firms, Riverbridge uses client commission arrangements to pay for research products and services that are within Section 28(e). Commissions above the executing broker-dealer’s standard execution rate are captured within Riverbridge’s established client commission arrangements (CCAs) and used to pay for third party research.

Where Riverbridge receives both administrative/marketing benefits and research/brokerage services from the broker-dealers, a good faith allocation between the administrative/marketing benefits and research/brokerage services will be made, and Riverbridge will pay for any administrative/marketing benefits with cash. Riverbridge will pay cash if benefits and services are unable to be separated for an allocation. In making good faith allocations between administrative/marketing benefits and research/brokerage services, a conflict of interest exists by reason of the allocation by Riverbridge of the costs of such benefits and services between those that primarily benefit Riverbridge and those that primarily benefit clients.

To the extent that a certain group of Riverbridge’s clients are not available to pay for soft dollar benefits (e.g., clients that direct brokerage commissions and wrap account program clients), clients who give Riverbridge brokerage discretion will support a disproportionate share of Riverbridge’s soft dollar benefits.

Riverbridge’s Chief Compliance Officer remains available to address any questions that a client or prospective client may have regarding any of the above soft dollar and/or products and services arrangements, and any corresponding perceived conflict of interest any such arrangement may create.

As indicated above, clients may direct Riverbridge (subject to certain conditions which may from time to time be imposed by us) to effect portfolio transactions through particular broker-dealers. Such a direction to utilize a particular broker-dealer may be conditioned by the client on the broker-dealer being competitive as to price and execution of each transaction or may be a direction of a certain percentage of total commissions. Riverbridge considers any client direction of brokerage to be a trade restriction.
In the case of client accounts that are managed by a sub-advisor engaged by Riverbridge, brokerage practices are defined and applied at the sub-advisory level, with due diligence conducted by Riverbridge.

In the case of client accounts that are maintained at broker-dealers, Riverbridge may have discretion to select brokers or dealers other than the custodians when necessary to fulfill its duty to seek best execution of transactions for clients’ accounts. However, brokerage commissions and other charges for transactions not effected through the custodian typically are charged to the client. For this reason, it is likely that most, if not all, transactions for such clients will be effected through the broker-dealer custodian, as is the case with wrap programs. This results in such accounts essentially being treated as directed brokerage accounts.

Clients sometimes wish to restrict or direct brokerage transactions to a particular broker-dealer in recognition of custodial or other services (including, in some cases, referral of the client to Riverbridge for investment advisory services) provided to the client by the broker-dealer. A client who chooses to designate use of a particular broker-dealer on a "restricted" basis, should consider whether such a designation may result in certain costs or disadvantages to the client. The client may pay higher commissions on some transactions than might otherwise be attainable by Riverbridge, or may receive less favorable execution of some transactions, or both. The directed broker-dealer firm may not be the optimal firm to execute the order. As a result, orders may be executed above the ask price or below the bid, which is sometimes worse than can be obtained by our trading department, which can tap various pools of liquidity and multiple brokers and ECN’s. Additionally, the brokerage firm is not necessarily motivated to provide best execution, as we cannot cancel the order and place it with another brokerage firm. A client who "restricts" brokerage may also be subject to the disadvantages regarding aggregation of orders and allocation of new issues. Accounts without brokerage directions will be aggregated together by Riverbridge for order placement and may receive more favorable execution. Finally, performance returns for restricted accounts may differ from the composite portfolio performance results delivered by us due to a variety of reasons including, but not limited to, quality of execution, trade dates, average account size, and differences in fee structures. In determining whether to instruct us to utilize a particular broker or dealer on a "restricted" basis in recognition of such services, the client may wish to compare the possible costs or disadvantages of such an arrangement with the value of the custodial or other services provided.

If model changes cross multiple strategies transacting in the same security, the strategies are randomized for order placement. For all of the firm’s strategies, except Small Cap Growth and Smid Cap Growth, we will trade accounts absent trade restrictions in the strategy’s model as a single block order and concurrently start placing trades subject to trade restrictions in the order dictated by the results of randomization. For the Small Cap Growth and Smid Cap Growth strategies, we will initially trade accounts absent trade restrictions in the strategy’s model as a single block order. Thereafter, we will place trades subject to trade restrictions in the order dictated by the results of randomization.

We will trade accounts not containing trade restrictions in the strategy’s model as a single block order where it deems this to be appropriate, in the best interests of clients and consistent with Riverbridge’s fiduciary duties. The decision to aggregate is only made after Riverbridge determines that: it does not intentionally favor any account over another; it does not systematically advantage or disadvantage any account; Riverbridge does not receive any additional compensation or remuneration solely as the result of the aggregation; and each participating account will receive the average share price and will share pro rata in the transaction costs. These trades are modeled in our trading software, and then executed simultaneously as a block. All fills are averaged into a single average price for the block and allocated on
a pro rata basis across all portfolios making the transaction. If a trade is only partially completed, the trader allocates the shares on a pro-rata basis across all accounts, rounding as necessary. Sometimes judgments must be made in the best interests of the clients. If a small amount of shares were executed out of a larger order and there were many accounts involved in the initial order, it may be unrealistic to spread the small amount of executed shares over all of the accounts. In this case, the trader should consider the following:

- Allocate so as not to systematically favor one account.
- Many bank domiciled accounts are charged per trade no matter what the size.
- Be considerate of the broker and their cost of doing business.

For non-pro rata allocation, the order management system’s randomizer selects the accounts to be allocated for fills.

We will trade accounts in the strategy’s model subject to brokerage direction in the order dictated by the results of randomization. Included within this randomization are wrap accounts and the communication of model portfolio changes. When practically possible, we will include a restricted account with the single block order when the executing broker and the restricted account broker are one in the same. Portfolio changes involving thinly traded positions may possibly take several days or weeks to implement, and therefore, extend the time of communication of the model portfolio changes. With respect to accounts where Riverbridge provides model portfolio recommendations to a program sponsor, Riverbridge has no influence over when or even whether model changes are implemented. Performance returns for model accounts and broker directed accounts may differ from the composite portfolio performance results delivered by Riverbridge due to a variety of reasons including, but not limited to, quality of execution, trade dates, average account size, and differences in fee structures.

The Riverbridge Funds and the mutual funds we sub-advice are traded like separately managed accounts and receive the same fair allocation with no preferential treatment. Where consistent with best execution, the mutual fund transactions will generally be executed with other client accounts simultaneously as a block and allocated in an equitable manner according to our procedures. Riverbridge does not effect securities transactions for any mutual funds through brokers in accordance with any formula; nor do we effect securities transactions through brokers for selling shares of any mutual fund we advise or sub-advice. However, broker-dealers who execute brokerage transactions may effect purchase of shares of the Riverbridge Growth Fund and the Riverbridge Eco Leaders® Fund for their customers.

It is the policy of Riverbridge that the utmost care is to be taken in making and implementing investment decisions on behalf of client accounts. If we make an error in the trading process, we will work to minimize the cost of the error with the best interests of our clients being central to the process. Riverbridge will not realize a gain on an error, if any.

In the event that the client requests that we recommend a broker-dealer/custodian for execution and/or custodial services (exclusive of those clients that direct us to use a specific broker-dealer/custodian), we generally recommend Charles Schwab & Co., Inc. ("Schwab"); however, the client retains the authority to open and maintain their account(s) at a custodian of their choice. The direct cost to clients for Schwab's custodial services is derived from the trading commissions paid by clients. Schwab has paid for the one-time initial licensing fee for trading allocation upload software that we use. Riverbridge’s Chief Compliance Officer remains available to address any questions that a client or
prospective client may have regarding the above arrangement and any perceived conflict of interest such arrangement creates.

Accounts held at Charles Schwab & Co., Inc. (Schwab) that hold assets of $125,000 or more are eligible for Prime Broker privileges. Prime Broker facilities allow us to place trades for clients through registered representatives at broker/dealers (contra brokers) other than Schwab, and deliver the securities purchased or sold versus payment to the client's account at Schwab. Contra broker trades are reconciled by us. Schwab has a minimal charge to clear each of these transactions per account and confirms those trades directly to the client. The use of Prime Broker facilities allows us the ability to avoid the pitfalls of single sourcing client accounts of $125,000 or more with one custodian and broker/dealer. By monitoring the distribution of commissions to various sources, we are able to insure an active, unbiased and crosschecked flow of market information at substantially equal commission rates.

Brokerage firms also make available to Riverbridge other products and services that benefit the firm but may not benefit its clients' accounts. Some of these other products and services assist Riverbridge in managing and administering clients' accounts. These include software and other technology that:

- provide access to client account data (such as trade confirmations and account statements);
- facilitate trade execution (and allocation of aggregated trade orders for multiple client accounts);
- provide research, pricing information and other market data;
- facilitate payment of Riverbridge's fees from its clients' accounts; and
- assist with back-office functions, recordkeeping and client reporting.

Many of these services generally may be used to service all or a substantial number of our accounts, including accounts not maintained at the brokerage firm providing the service. Brokerage firms also make available to Riverbridge other services intended to help us manage and further develop our business enterprise. These services may include consulting, publications and conferences on practice management, information technology, business succession, regulatory compliance and marketing. In addition, these brokerage firms may make available, arrange and/or pay for these types of services rendered to Riverbridge by independent third parties. The broker may discount or waive fees it would otherwise charge for some of these services or pay all or a part of the fees of a third-party providing these services to Riverbridge. While as a fiduciary, Riverbridge endeavors to act in its clients' best interests, and our recommendation of a brokerage firm to our clients as a custodian of their accounts may be based in part on the benefit to Riverbridge of the availability of some of the foregoing products and services and not solely on the nature, cost or quality of custody and brokerage services provided by the broker, which creates a potential conflict of interest.

Allocation of Investment Opportunities among Clients: Riverbridge provides investment management services to a wide variety of accounts, including institutional clients, Riverbridge advised mutual funds, and sub-advised third party mutual funds. It is Riverbridge’s policy to allocate suitable investment opportunities fairly and equitably to clients with the same or similar investment objectives over time. Riverbridge manages a number of accounts with the same or similar investment objectives and strategies, some of which have an asset-based advisory fee and some of which have a Performance Fee, as discussed in Item 6 above. This side-by-side management presents the conflict of interest of a direct economic incentive to favor the higher-fee paying Performance Fee accounts. It is Riverbridge’s policy to allocate suitable investment opportunities fairly and equitably to clients with the same or similar
investment objectives over time. A security will be suitable for an account if it is consistent with the investment objectives, strategies and risk tolerance of the account and permitted by the investment restrictions and limitations applicable to the account. Where an investment opportunity is suitable for both asset-based fee accounts and Performance Fee accounts, it is Riverbridge’s policy that all such accounts shall participate pro rata in the transaction, subject to Riverbridge’s determination that participating in the transaction is not in the account’s best interest for reasons such as:

- Lack of available cash
- Net exposure to holding, industry or sector is higher than desired
- Specific client restrictions, e.g., industry or sector limits

Riverbridge may invest in securities being offered in an initial public offering ("IPO" or "new issue") or in a secondary offering, if it determines that such an investment is desirable for one or more clients. In making this judgment, Riverbridge shall consider, among other things, a client’s investment objectives, restrictions and tax circumstances; a client’s tolerance for risk and high portfolio turnover; the nature, size and investment merits of the IPO or secondary; the size of a client’s account and the client’s cash availability and other holdings; and other current or expected competing investment opportunities available for the account. Sometimes the demand for new issues exceeds the supply, and the amount of certain new issues made available to Riverbridge may be limited. If Riverbridge is not able to obtain the total amount of securities needed to fill all orders, Riverbridge allocates the shares actually obtained on a pro rata basis. Based on the circumstances of the transaction, Riverbridge may establish a minimum lot size and then allocate pro rata accordingly. All such allocations are monitored to ensure that clients are treated fairly and equitably over time and that no clients are systematically disadvantaged. Riverbridge’s participation in IPO’s is very infrequent because our investment process typically requires multiple years of operating history in order to make an investment in a company.

**Item 13 Review of Accounts**

Riverbridge reviews client accounts on a periodic basis. We review our managed portfolios with our client relationships in person or via telephone. Portfolio monitoring is conducted on an ongoing basis to ensure compliance with clients’ investment guidelines.

As appropriate, we work with clients to develop a mutually agreed upon Investment Policy Statement. Riverbridge clients are advised that it remains their responsibility to advise us of any changes in their investment objectives and/or financial situation. Clients (in person or via telephone) are encouraged to comprehensively review investment objectives, account performance, and planning issues (to the extent applicable) with us on an annual basis.

Individual accounts are divided among the Relationship Managers. All elements of client portfolios are regularly reviewed by the Relationship Managers and our employees with regard to asset allocation, restructuring and rebalancing, fundamental research and individual portfolio construction in accordance with client objectives.

We offer quarterly written reports to our clients that include a portfolio appraisal and account performance information. We provide this information through an electronic delivery method or, if the client prefers, in paper format. We will also provide additional information upon the client’s request.
Item 14 Client Referrals and Other Compensation

Riverbridge does not maintain any active solicitor arrangements. However, Riverbridge continues to pay former solicitors for prior introductions. Riverbridge has agreements with two unaffiliated third-party firms for the past referral of advisory clients. Pursuant to these agreements, we have agreed to pay each firm a percentage of all management fees we receive from clients it referred to us.

In the event that a solicitor negotiates a separate and additional fee with the referred client, this arrangement is between the solicitor and the client. We will not receive any portion of this additional fee. However, in this event, the client will pay more for our services as result of the introduction to us by the solicitor than had the client engaged our services directly, independent of the solicitor.

Riverbridge’s Chief Compliance Officer remains available to address any questions that a client may have regarding the above arrangements and any perceived conflict of interest such arrangement creates.

Item 15 Custody

The funds and securities of our clients are held at unaffiliated custodians. Client assets (securities or funds) must be sent or delivered directly to the client’s custodian and not to Riverbridge, or its employees. Clients arrange for the custodian to deliver quarterly, or more frequent, account statements directly to the client. Clients should carefully review these statements. We urge our clients to compare the information provided to them in our quarterly reports to the information in the statements provided to the client by the custodian. There may be a discrepancy between our portfolio value and the custodian’s portfolio value reported to the client due to security valuation differences and other factors.

Although the funds and securities of our clients are held at unaffiliated custodians, there are certain situations where Riverbridge is deemed to have custody for regulatory purposes. Our withdrawal authority, as authorized by the client, is limited to security trade settlement, payment of management fees and assistance with certain transactions. Custodian-client agreements may grant Riverbridge additional withdrawal authority over client accounts. Riverbridge does not consent to this additional withdrawal authority and clients must provide instruction to the custodian to further withdraw or transfer client assets.

Item 16 Investment Discretion

Riverbridge receives discretionary authority in the investment management agreement executed with the client at the outset of an advisory relationship. The accounts over which Riverbridge exercises investment discretion may include investment restrictions and guidelines directed by clients. These restrictions and guidelines customarily impose limitations on the types of securities that may be purchased and also generally limit the percentage of account assets that may be invested in certain types of securities. Additional policies may be set by a client’s board or investment committee. Riverbridge, or an engaged sub-advisor, is generally authorized to make the following determinations consistent with the client’s investment goals and policies, without client consultation or consent before a transaction is effected: which securities are bought and sold for the account, the total amount of such purchases and sales, the brokers or dealers through which transactions will be executed, and the
commission rates paid to effect the transactions. We have full discretionary authority as agent to buy, sell, exchange, convert or otherwise trade the securities and other investments in the account.

Item 17 Voting Client Securities

**Proxy Voting**—It is the policy of Riverbridge to vote all proxies for the exclusive benefit of the accounts whose assets are managed by Riverbridge, unless otherwise specifically provided in the agreement between the client and Riverbridge. In most, if not all cases, this will mean that the proposals which maximize the value of portfolio securities over the long term will be approved with consideration for the environmental, social, and governance issues that aid in this objective. We utilize the services of a proxy research firm approved by the investment team. Securities in client accounts will be voted based on recommendations received by the proxy research firm. Their recommendations will be based on our proxy voting guidelines. We retain the ultimate authority in voting the proxies in client accounts; therefore, we may override the recommendation by the proxy research firm when casting votes.

In the rare case that we face a conflict of interest (such as voting on a security held in a company where we also manage that company’s pension assets), we will vote solely in the interest of maximizing portfolio assets over the long term. If a material conflict of interest exists, we will use an independent third party to recommend how the proxy involving the conflict should be voted.

In the event a sub-advisor is engaged by Riverbridge to manage certain client assets, the sub-advisor may vote the proxies for the benefit of the applicable accounts.

Clients may write or call us to obtain information on how proxies are voted in their account or to obtain a copy of the firm’s policies and procedures on proxy voting.

**Class Actions**—Riverbridge does not file securities class actions on the clients’ behalf but will be available to assist clients, including providing copies of confirmations or custodial statements, upon the client’s reasonable request.

The address to write for information on proxy voting or class actions is 1200 IDS Center, 80 South Eighth Street, Minneapolis, MN 55402, and the phone number to call is 612-904-6200.

Item 18 Financial Information

Registered investment advisers are required to provide certain financial information or disclosures about their financial condition. Riverbridge has no financial condition that impairs its ability to meet contractual commitments to clients and has never been the subject of a bankruptcy proceeding.

Other Disclosure: ERISA Section 408(b)(2) Disclosure

Set forth below are certain disclosures responsive to the service provider disclosure requirements under Section 408(b)(2) of ERISA. Riverbridge provides additional supplemental disclosures where required based on the nature of the client relationship.

Services
The United States Department of Labor has adopted certain new disclosure requirements relative to ERISA plan providers, commonly referred to as ERISA 408(b)(2) requirements. Riverbridge provides investment management services to our clients, including ERISA clients. Our Form ADV along with the existing investment management agreement between the ERISA client and Riverbridge address the scope of our services and limitations thereof, our fiduciary status, any conflicts of interest, and our compensation method and sources. Riverbridge will vote ERISA client proxies, unless otherwise directed by the ERISA client. This disclosure supplements our Form ADV and the investment management agreement.

**Status**
Riverbridge Partners, LLC is a SEC-registered investment adviser under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940. If a client’s account managed by Riverbridge is part of an "employee benefit plan" subject to the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 ("ERISA"), (a) assets of the client shall be deemed to refer to assets of such plan; (b) the client represents and warrants to Riverbridge that the client is a "named fiduciary" of such plan; that it has authority under such plan to appoint an "investment manager"; and, that it has duly appointed Riverbridge as such "investment manager"; and, (c) Riverbridge hereby acknowledges that it is, with respect to the performance of its agreed upon duties concerning the ERISA client’s account, an "investment manager" and a “fiduciary” (as defined in Section 3(21) of ERISA).

**Direct Compensation**
Unless otherwise reflected in the investment management agreement between the ERISA client and Riverbridge, the only source of direct compensation to Riverbridge under the agreement shall be the fee paid to Riverbridge by the ERISA client. The fee amount as stated in the agreement may be debited from the ERISA client account and paid to Riverbridge or may be paid directly to Riverbridge by the ERISA plan. There may be additional fees incurred by the ERISA client for plan-related services that are not provided by Riverbridge, including plan administration, professional services (i.e., accounting and legal), and plan custody. The cost of any such other plan-related services(s) is not included as part of Riverbridge’s compensation.

**Indirect Compensation**
Unless the ERISA client has directed trades to a certain broker, Riverbridge often selects a broker or dealer that furnishes it research products or services, such as research reports, research compilations, compilations of securities prices, earnings, dividends and similar data, computer databases, quotation equipment and services, research-oriented computer software and services, and services of economic and other consultants. These selections are not pursuant to an agreement or understanding with any of the brokers or dealers. Riverbridge is not able to quantify the value of the soft dollar benefits to the ERISA client’s account; however, the brokerage and research service received provides assistance to Riverbridge in performing its investment decision-making responsibilities. Please see Item 12 for additional information.

Riverbridge employees may receive gifts and entertainment, such as conference invitations, that are customary and in line with industry practices. Riverbridge has a Gift & Entertainment Policy within its Code of Ethics for employees.

**Related Party Compensation**
Riverbridge does not have related party compensation.
Termination Fees
Riverbridge does not charge an additional fee upon termination of the agreement. Upon termination of a pre-paid fee account, Riverbridge will refund the number of days that services were not provided during the billing quarter.

An ERISA client’s acceptance of services from Riverbridge serves as an acknowledgement of its receipt of information responsive to the disclosure requirements of Section 408(b)(2) under ERISA reasonably in advance of the execution of the applicable investment management agreement.

Other Disclosure: Fiduciary Status

If the client is: (1) a participant or beneficiary of a Plan subject to Title I of ERISA or described in section 4975(e)(1)(A) of the Code, with authority to direct the investment of assets in his or her Plan account or to take a distribution; (2) the beneficial owner of an IRA acting on behalf of the IRA; or, (3) a Retail Fiduciary with respect to a plan subject to Title I of ERISA or described in section 4975(e)(1)(A) of the Code, then Riverbridge represents that it and its investment adviser representatives are fiduciaries under ERISA or the Code, or both, with respect to any investment advice provided by Riverbridge or its investment adviser representatives, or with respect to any investment recommendations regarding a Plan or participant or beneficiary account. The client has given their assent unless the relationship is terminated with Riverbridge within 30 days of this notice.

Other Disclosure: Retirement Rollovers

A client or prospective client leaving an employer typically has four options regarding an existing retirement plan and may engage in a combination of these options: (i) leave the money in the former employer’s plan, if permitted, (ii) roll over the assets to the new employer’s plan, if one is available and rollovers are permitted, (iii) roll over to an Individual Retirement Account (“IRA”), or (iv) cash out the account value which could, depending upon the client’s age, result in adverse tax consequences. If Riverbridge recommends that a client roll over their retirement plan assets into an account to be managed by Riverbridge, such a recommendation creates a conflict of interest if Riverbridge will earn an advisory fee on the assets. No client is under any obligation to roll over retirement plan assets to an account managed by Riverbridge.

Other Disclosure: Charitable Donations

As part of our corporate mission statement of community responsibility, Riverbridge makes donations to charitable organizations in the form of cash or event sponsorships. The charitable organizations that receive our donations may be clients of Riverbridge or affiliated with clients of Riverbridge. Both the firm and employees are prohibited from making charitable donations for the purpose of obtaining or retaining advisory contracts with organizations. Any donations made by Riverbridge must be approved by Management and reviewed by the Chief Compliance Officer.

Other Disclosure: Cybersecurity and Business Continuity

Riverbridge has policies and procedures to mitigate the risks of cybersecurity threats and business interruptions.
Questions

Riverbridge’s Chief Compliance Officer is available at 612-904-6200 or at compliance@riverbridge.com to address any questions that a client or prospective client may have regarding the above disclosures and arrangements.
This brochure supplement provides information about the above-named Supervised Persons that supplements the Riverbridge Partners, LLC brochure (ADV Part 2A). You should have received a copy of that brochure. All employees of Riverbridge are subject to written policies and procedures reasonably designed to detect and prevent violations of regulatory requirements. Please contact the Riverbridge Chief Compliance Officer if you did not receive the Riverbridge Partners, LLC brochure or if you have any questions about the contents of this supplement.

Additional information about the above-named Supervised Persons is available on the SEC’s website at www.adviserinfo.sec.gov.
MARK A. THOMPSON, Chief Investment Officer, Lead Portfolio Manager Year of Birth: 1959

EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND AND BUSINESS EXPERIENCE:
- Mark Thompson is a graduate of the University of Minnesota Carlson School of Management with a BSB in Finance.
- Mark Thompson co-founded Riverbridge in July of 1987 to pursue his passionate belief in long-term investing in growth companies of value. Mark chairs the Management Team, which is responsible for the strategic decision-making and overall management of the firm. As Chief Investment Officer, he is responsible for coordinating the efforts of the Investment Team and overall portfolio compliance to Riverbridge investment disciplines. He has over 30 years of experience in the financial services industry.
- Prior to founding Riverbridge, Mark was employed with IDS Financial Corp. - now Ameriprise Financial Services, Inc. - where he was responsible for investment research and an associate portfolio manager of the IDS New Dimensions Fund.
- Mark is a member of the CFA Institute and the CFA Society of Minnesota. CFA Institute is the global, not-for-profit association of investment professionals that awards the CFA and CIPM designations. The CFA Institute promotes the highest ethical standards and offers a range of educational opportunities online and around the world. The mission of the CFA Institute is to lead the investment profession globally by setting the highest standards of ethics, education, and professional excellence.

DISCIPLINARY HISTORY: NONE
Mark Thompson has received no disciplinary actions in the history of his career.

OTHER BUSINESS ACTIVITIES: NONE
Mark Thompson is not actively engaged in any other investment-related business that would create a material conflict of interest with clients.

ADDITIONAL COMPENSATION: NONE
Mark Thompson does not receive economic benefit for providing advisory services from anyone other than Riverbridge clients.

SUPERVISION:
Person(s) responsible for supervising Mark Thompson’s advisory activities:
Rick D. Moulton, Principal, Portfolio Manager…………………………………………Telephone: 612-904-6200
Andrew W. Turner, Principal, Client Relationship Manager………………Telephone: 612-904-6200
**EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND AND BUSINESS EXPERIENCE:**

- Rick Moulton graduated from the University of Minnesota Carlson School of Management where he received a BSB in Finance.
- Rick is a member of the Investment Team and is responsible for portfolio construction and security selection. Rick is a member of the Management Team, which is responsible for the strategic decision-making and overall management of the firm. He has over 25 years of experience in the financial services industry.
- Prior to joining Riverbridge in 1991, he worked for Dain Bosworth, Inc. as an IRA/Margin Generalist.
- Rick Moulton is a Chartered Financial Analyst. First introduced in 1963, the Chartered Financial Analyst designation, or CFA charter, has become the most respected and recognized investment credential in the world. To earn a CFA charter, you must have four years of qualified investment work experience; become a member of CFA Institute; pledge to adhere to the CFA Institute Code of Ethics and Standards of Professional Conduct on an annual basis; apply for membership to a local CFA member society; and complete the CFA Program. The CFA Program’s rigorous curriculum emphasizes principles common to every market, providing CFA charter-holders with a broad investment perspective and a profound understanding of the global marketplace.
- Rick is a member of the CFA Institute and the CFA Society of Minnesota. CFA Institute is the global, not-for-profit association of investment professionals that awards the CFA and CIPM designations. The CFA Institute promotes the highest ethical standards and offers a range of educational opportunities online and around the world. The mission of the CFA Institute is to lead the investment profession globally by setting the highest standards of ethics, education, and professional excellence.

**DISCIPLINARY HISTORY: None**

Rick Moulton has received no disciplinary actions in the history of his career.

**OTHER BUSINESS ACTIVITIES: None**

Rick Moulton does not participate in any other investment-related business.

**ADDITIONAL COMPENSATION: None**

Rick Moulton does not receive economic benefit for providing advisory services from anyone other than Riverbridge clients.

**SUPERVISION:**

Mark A. Thompson monitors the advice provided by Rick Moulton.

Mark A. Thompson, Principal, Chief Investment Officer.............................Telephone: 612-904-6200
EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND AND BUSINESS EXPERIENCE:

- Andrew Turner is a graduate of Skidmore College with a Bachelor of Arts Degree in mathematics and a minor in economics. Andrew received his MBA degree from the University of Minnesota Carlson School of Management.
- As a member of the Relationship Management Team, Andrew is responsible for supporting the investment needs of our clients. Andrew is a member of the Management Team, which is responsible for the strategic decision-making and overall management of the firm. He has over 20 years of experience in the financial services industry.
- Prior to joining Riverbridge in 1999, Andrew began his investment career at Dain Rauscher in the Private Client Group.
- Andrew Turner holds a CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ certification. The CFP® certification is recognized in the U.S. and a number of other countries for its (1) high standard of professional education; (2) stringent code of conduct and standards of practice; and (3) ethical requirements that govern professional engagements with clients. To attain the right to use the CFP® marks, a professional must complete advanced college-level courses in approved CFP Board studies, attain a Bachelor’s Degree from an approved college or university, pass the comprehensive CFP® Certification Examination, complete at least three years of related experience and agree to the CFP Board’s Standards of Professional Conduct. Individuals must also complete ongoing education and ethics requirements.
- Andrew is a member of the Financial Planning Association (FPA) and the Financial Planning Association of Minnesota. The Financial Planning Association (FPA®) is the largest membership organization for personal financial planning experts in the U.S. and includes professionals from all backgrounds and business models. FPA members are those who commit to the highest standards of professional competence, ethical conduct and clear, complete disclosure to those they serve. They deliver advice using an objective, client-centered, ethical process.

DISCIPLINARY HISTORY: NONE

Andrew Turner has received no disciplinary actions in the history of his career.

OTHER BUSINESS ACTIVITIES: LICENSED TO MARKET THE RIVERBRIDGE MUTUAL FUNDS

Andrew Turner is registered with IMST Distributors, LLC, a broker dealer not affiliated with Riverbridge or its affiliates.

ADDITIONAL COMPENSATION: NONE

Andrew Turner does not receive economic benefit for providing advisory services from anyone other than Riverbridge clients.

SUPERVISION:

Mark A. Thompson monitors the advice provided by Andrew Turner.
Mark A. Thompson, Principal, Chief Investment Officer.........................Telephone: 612-904-6200
EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND AND BUSINESS EXPERIENCE:

- Andrew King graduated with a B.G.S. from the University of Michigan in 2005.
- As a member of the Relationship Management Team, Andrew is responsible for supporting the investment needs of our clients. He also participates in the marketing efforts of the firm.
- Prior to joining the Riverbridge team in 2012, Andrew worked as a financial advisor with an independent financial services firm and a large insurance company.
- Andrew holds a CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ certification. The CFP® certification is recognized in the U.S. and a number of other countries for its (1) high standard of professional education; (2) stringent code of conduct and standards of practice; and (3) ethical requirements that govern professional engagements with clients. To attain the right to use the CFP® marks, a professional must complete advanced college-level courses in approved CFP Board studies, attain a Bachelor’s Degree from an approved college or university, pass the comprehensive CFP® Certification Examination, complete at least three years of related experience and agree to the CFP Board’s Standards of Professional Conduct. Individuals must also complete ongoing education and ethics requirements.
- Andrew is a member of the Financial Planning Association (FPA) and the Financial Planning Association of Minnesota. The Financial Planning Association (FPA®) is the largest membership organization for personal financial planning experts in the U.S. and includes professionals from all backgrounds and business models. FPA members are those who commit to the highest standards of professional competence, ethical conduct and clear, complete disclosure to those they serve. They deliver advice using an objective, client-centered, ethical process.

DISCIPLINARY HISTORY: NONE

Andrew King has received no disciplinary actions in the history of his career.

OTHER BUSINESS ACTIVITIES: LICENSED TO MARKET THE RIVERBRIDGE MUTUAL FUNDS

Andrew King is registered with IMST Distributors, LLC, a broker dealer not affiliated with Riverbridge or its affiliates.

ADDITIONAL COMPENSATION: NONE

Andrew King does not receive economic benefit for providing advisory services from anyone other than Riverbridge clients.

SUPERVISION:

Mark A. Thompson monitors the advice provided by Andrew King.

Mark A. Thompson, Principal, Chief Investment Officer………………….Telephone: 612-904-6200
EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND AND BUSINESS EXPERIENCE:
- Tim Wilkinson received his J.D. from the University of Wisconsin Law School and his BA in Political Economy from Colorado College.
- As a member of the Relationship Management Team, Tim is responsible for supporting the investment needs of our clients. He also participates in the marketing efforts of the firm.
- Prior to joining the Riverbridge team in 2009, Tim developed and demonstrated his financial services sales abilities during his 16 years in Institutional Equities Sales for Robert W. Baird & Co., where he ultimately earned the position of Managing Director. Throughout his career, Tim’s clients have consistently given him high marks for his product and customer knowledge and client-focused approach. Prior to joining the financial services industry, Tim was a lawyer in private practice in Denver and Milwaukee.

DISCIPLINARY HISTORY: NONE
Timothy Wilkinson has received no disciplinary actions in the history of his career.

OTHER BUSINESS ACTIVITIES: LICENSED TO MARKET THE RIVERBRIDGE MUTUAL FUNDS
Timothy Wilkinson is registered with IMST Distributors, LLC, a broker dealer not affiliated with Riverbridge or its affiliates.

ADDITIONAL COMPENSATION: NONE
Timothy Wilkinson does not receive economic benefit for providing advisory services from anyone other than Riverbridge clients.

SUPERVISION:
Andrew L. King monitors the advice provided by Timothy Wilkinson.
Andrew L. King, Client Relationship Manager, Management Team…………Telephone: 612-904-6200
EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND AND BUSINESS EXPERIENCE:

- Cheryl Coombs graduated from St. Cloud State University where she received her Bachelor of Science in Accounting.
- As a member of the Relationship Management Team, Cheryl is responsible for supporting the investment needs of our clients.
- Prior to joining the Riverbridge team in 2016, Cheryl worked at CliftonLarsonAllen where she spent five years in assurance and auditing and eight years in wealth advisory.
- Cheryl holds the Certified Public Accountant designation. She is a member of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants and the Minnesota Society of CPAs. The CPA designation is recognized in the U.S. and a number of countries for its standard of competence, assurance of quality and Code of Conduct. The designation requirements include passing the Uniform Certified Public Accountant Examination and satisfying initial and on-going education guidelines and obtaining related experience in the state of practice.
- Cheryl holds a Certified Financial Planner™ certification. The CFP® certification is recognized in the U.S. and a number of other countries for its (1) high standard of professional education; (2) stringent code of conduct and standards of practice; and (3) ethical requirements that govern professional engagements with clients. To attain the right to use the CFP® marks, a professional must complete advanced college-level courses in approved CFP Board studies, attain a Bachelor’s Degree from an approved college or university, pass the comprehensive CFP® Certification Examination, complete at least three years of related experience and agree to the CFP Board’s Standards of Professional Conduct. Individuals must also complete ongoing education and ethics requirements.
- Cheryl is a member of the Financial Planning Association (FPA) and the Financial Planning Association of Minnesota. The Financial Planning Association (FPA®) is the largest membership organization for personal financial planning experts in the U.S. and includes professionals from all backgrounds and business models. FPA members are those who commit to the highest standards of professional competence, ethical conduct and clear, complete disclosure to those they serve. They deliver advice using an objective, client-centered, ethical process.

DISCIPLINARY HISTORY: None
Cheryl Coombs has received no disciplinary actions in the history of her career.

OTHER BUSINESS ACTIVITIES: None
Cheryl Coombs is not actively engaged in any other investment-related business that would create a material conflict of interest with clients.

ADDITIONAL COMPENSATION: None
Cheryl Coombs does not receive economic benefit for providing advisory services from anyone other than Riverbridge clients.

SUPERVISION:
Andrew L. King monitors the advice provided by Cheryl Coombs.
Andrew L. King, Client Relationship Manager, Management Team………..Telephone: 612-904-6200
EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND AND BUSINESS EXPERIENCE:

- Jay Higgins graduated cum laude from Duke University as a history major with a minor in business markets and management.
- As a member of the Relationship Management Team, Jay is responsible for supporting the investment needs of our clients.
- Prior to joining the Riverbridge team in 2005, Jay spent four years working in the media industry.
- Jay holds a CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ certification. The CFP® certification is recognized in the U.S. and a number of other countries for its (1) high standard of professional education; (2) stringent code of conduct and standards of practice; and (3) ethical requirements that govern professional engagements with clients. To attain the right to use the CFP® marks, a professional must complete advanced college-level courses in approved CFP Board studies, attain a Bachelor’s Degree from an approved college or university, pass the comprehensive CFP® Certification Examination, complete at least three years of related experience and agree to the CFP Board’s Standards of Professional Conduct. Individuals must also complete ongoing education and ethics requirements.
- Jay is a member of the Financial Planning Association (FPA) and the Financial Planning Association of Minnesota. The Financial Planning Association (FPA®) is the largest membership organization for personal financial planning experts in the U.S. and includes professionals from all backgrounds and business models. FPA members are those who commit to the highest standards of professional competence, ethical conduct and clear, complete disclosure to those they serve. They deliver advice using an objective, client-centered, ethical process.

DISCIPLINARY HISTORY: NONE

Jay Higgins has received no disciplinary actions in the history of his career.

OTHER BUSINESS ACTIVITIES: LICENSED TO MARKET THE RIVERBRIDGE MUTUAL FUNDS

Jay Higgins is registered with IMST Distributors, LLC, a broker dealer not affiliated with Riverbridge or its affiliates.

ADDITIONAL COMPENSATION: NONE

Jay Higgins does not receive economic benefit for providing advisory services from anyone other than Riverbridge clients.

SUPERVISION:

Andrew L. King monitors the advice provided by Jay Higgins.

Andrew L. King, Client Relationship Manager, Management Team…………Telephone: 612-904-6200
JASON M. AHLGREN, CFP®, ChFC®, Client Relationship Manager Year of Birth: 1981

EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND AND BUSINESS EXPERIENCE:
- Jason Ahlgren graduated with a bachelor’s degree in Finance from the University of Minnesota.
- As a member of the Relationship Management Team, Jason is responsible for supporting the investment needs of our clients.
- Prior to joining the Riverbridge team in 2014, Jason worked as a financial advisor with two separate broker/dealer firms for 7 years.
- Jason holds a CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ certification. The CFP® certification is recognized in the U.S. and a number of other countries for its (1) high standard of professional education; (2) stringent code of conduct and standards of practice; and (3) ethical requirements that govern professional engagements with clients. To attain the right to use the CFP® marks, a professional must complete advanced college-level courses in approved CFP Board studies, attain a Bachelor’s Degree from an approved college or university, pass the comprehensive CFP® Certification Examination, complete at least three years of related experience and agree to the CFP Board’s Standards of Professional Conduct. Individuals must also complete ongoing education and ethics requirements.
- Jason is a member of the Financial Planning Association (FPA) and the Financial Planning Association of Minnesota. The Financial Planning Association (FPA®) is the largest membership organization for personal financial planning experts in the U.S. and includes professionals from all backgrounds and business models. FPA members are those who commit to the highest standards of professional competence, ethical conduct and clear, complete disclosure to those they serve. They deliver advice using an objective, client-centered, ethical process.
- Jason holds a CHARTERED FINANCIAL CONSULTANT™ certification. The ChFC® certification is recognized as an extensive educational program on all aspects of financial planning from The American College of Financial Services. Certification is contingent on adherence to strict ethical guidelines.

DISCIPLINARY HISTORY: None
Jason Ahlgren has received no disciplinary actions in the history of his career.

OTHER BUSINESS ACTIVITIES: LICENSED TO MARKET THE RIVERBRIDGE MUTUAL FUNDS
Jason Ahlgren is registered with IMST Distributors, LLC, a broker dealer not affiliated with Riverbridge or its affiliates.

ADDITIONAL COMPENSATION: None
Jason Ahlgren does not receive economic benefit for providing advisory services from anyone other than Riverbridge clients.

SUPERVISION:
Andrew L. King monitors the advice provided by Jason Ahlgren.
Andrew L. King, Client Relationship Manager, Management Team………..Telephone: 612-904-6200
AUSTIN L. CUMBLAD, CPA, Client Relationship Manager Year of Birth: 1988

EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND AND BUSINESS EXPERIENCE:
- Austin Cumblad graduated with a bachelor’s degree in Accounting and Supply Chain Management from the University of Minnesota Carlson School of Management.
- As a member of the Relationship Management Team, Austin is responsible for supporting the investment needs of our clients. He also participates in the marketing efforts of the firm.
- Prior to joining the Riverbridge team in 2013, Austin worked as an accountant within the audit function at Deloitte & Touche.
- Austin holds the Certified Public Accountant designation. The CPA designation is recognized in the U.S. and a number of countries for its standard of competence, assurance of quality and Code of Conduct. The designation requirements include passing the Uniform Certified Public Accountant Examination and satisfying initial and on-going education guidelines and obtaining related experience in the state of practice.

DISCIPLINARY HISTORY: NONE
Austin Cumblad has received no disciplinary actions in the history of his career.

OTHER BUSINESS ACTIVITIES: LICENSED TO MARKET THE RIVERBRIDGE MUTUAL FUNDS
Austin Cumblad is registered with IMST Distributors, LLC, a broker dealer not affiliated with Riverbridge or its affiliates.

ADDITIONAL COMPENSATION: NONE
Austin Cumblad does not receive economic benefit for providing advisory services from anyone other than Riverbridge clients.

SUPERVISION:
Andrew L. King monitors the advice provided by Austin Cumblad.
Andrew L. King, Client Relationship Manager, Management Team ………… Telephone: 612-904-6200
EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND AND BUSINESS EXPERIENCE:
- Drew Harbeck graduated from the University of Colorado-Boulder where he received his Bachelor of Arts in Economics.
- As a member of the Relationship Management Team, Drew is responsible for supporting the investment needs of our clients. He also participates in the marketing efforts of the firm.
- Prior to joining the Riverbridge team in 2015, Drew worked as a trader for Grandeur Peak Global Advisors and Cortina Asset Management.

DISCIPLINARY HISTORY: NONE
Andrew Harbeck has received no disciplinary actions in the history of his career.

OTHER BUSINESS ACTIVITIES: LICENSED TO MARKET THE RIVERBRIDGE MUTUAL FUNDS
Andrew Harbeck is registered with IMST Distributors, LLC, a broker dealer not affiliated with Riverbridge or its affiliates.

ADDITIONAL COMPENSATION: NONE
Andrew Harbeck does not receive economic benefit for providing advisory services from anyone other than Riverbridge clients.

SUPERVISION:
Andrew L. King monitors the advice provided by Andrew Harbeck.
Andrew L. King, Client Relationship Manager, Management Team.............Telephone: 612-904-6200
Client Privacy Policy

At Riverbridge Partners, LLC (Riverbridge), our customers are our highest priority and we know how important personal privacy is to you. The foundation of our relationship with customers is based on trust, so naturally we want to protect the personal and financial information with which you have entrusted us. For this reason, our policy is set forth with our procedures and we give you our pledge to protect your privacy.

We obtain non-public personal information about you from information that you provide on applications and related forms, and from transactions in your account(s). We do not collect non-public information about you from any other sources. At your request, we may obtain information from third parties necessary to administer your account.

We do not sell your personal information to anyone. With your permission, we may disclose non-public personal information to third parties necessary to better administer your account. We may disclose some or all of the non-public personal information about our clients to independent contractors and service providers for the sole purpose of better servicing our clients’ accounts. We may disclose or report personal information in limited circumstances where we believe in good faith that disclosure is required or permitted under law; for example, to cooperate with regulators or law enforcement authorities.

We protect the security and confidentiality of personal information we collect. Access to non-public personal information about you or your account(s) is restricted to employees, independent contractors or service providers who need to have access to that information to service or administer your account(s). We maintain physical, electronic and procedural safeguards to protect your non-public personal information. We restrict access to personal information to our employees and agents for business purposes only. All employees and agents are trained and required to safeguard such information.

If, at any time in the future, it is necessary to disclose any of your personal information in a way that is inconsistent with this policy, we will give you advance notice of the proposed change so that you will have the opportunity to opt out of such disclosure. The service you receive from Riverbridge will not be affected if you exercise your privacy rights.

We distribute marketing communication that tracks the recipient’s engagement and if you receive this type of communication, you will be given the opportunity to opt out of the tracking.

If you identify any inaccuracy in your personal information, or you need to make a change to that information, please contact us so that we may promptly update our records.

Please feel free to contact the Riverbridge data protection point of contact, DPPC@Riverbridge.com, should you have any questions regarding this policy.
It is the policy of Riverbridge to vote all proxies for the exclusive benefit of the accounts whose assets we manage. In most, if not all cases, this will mean that the proposals which maximize the value of portfolio securities over the long term will be approved with consideration for the environmental, social, and governance issues that aid in this objective.

The purposes of these proxy voting procedures are to ensure that Riverbridge fulfills our responsibilities to clients in connection with the analysis of proposals submitted by corporate management, and others, to shareholders for approval, and properly executes and delivers proxy ballots in connection therewith.

As long as there is no provision to the contrary in the charter, by-laws, trust agreement, plan documents, partnership agreement or other controlling documents which create the legal entity with which Riverbridge is dealing, the power to vote on proposals presented to shareholders through the proxy solicitation process will be considered by us to be an integral part of our investment responsibility, recognizing that certain proposals, if implemented, may have a substantial impact on the market valuation of portfolio securities. Unless otherwise specifically provided in the agreement between the client and Riverbridge, we will be responsible for evaluating and voting on all proposals.

Riverbridge utilizes the services of two proxy service firms: one for research and a second for casting votes. Securities in client accounts will be voted based on recommendations received by the proxy research firm. Their recommendations will be based on the proxy voting guidelines of Riverbridge. In order to ensure the use of the proxy service advice and execution is consistent with our fiduciary obligations, Riverbridge retains the ultimate authority in voting the proxies in client accounts; therefore, Riverbridge may override the recommendation by the proxy research firm when casting votes.

When engaging proxy service firms, Riverbridge’s Investment Team considers factors such as service level, ability to manage the guidelines requested by Riverbridge, research depth and reporting, ability to flag recommendations for further review, pricing, automation, timeliness and the ability to execute, as applicable.

Riverbridge’s proxy voting process includes identified triggers to flag certain recommendations from the proxy firm for further evaluation by Riverbridge if certain criteria are met. This includes, but is not limited to, votes where the guidelines provided by Riverbridge are not aligned with the recommendations of management. Flagged votes are reviewed by Riverbridge’s investment team to further evaluate and for ultimate decision making prior to vote casting.

If Riverbridge learns of an error, either by the proxy service firm or by Riverbridge, Riverbridge will investigate the cause and the impact. Riverbridge will notify the client and modify the process if needed.
The following is further detail of how Riverbridge will generally vote on certain topics. The following covers many of the common matters but is not intended to be an exhaustive list.

- **Management Recommendations**
  The quality and depth of a Company's management team, as well as alignment between the management team and Riverbridge’s investment philosophy, are a primary focus of the investment due diligence process. Therefore, the recommendations of a management team will be given substantial weight. Although proxies with respect to most issues are voted in line with management recommendations, Riverbridge will not automatically vote in favor of management. Riverbridge will not support proxy proposals or positions that are thought to not be in the best interest of the client; meaning not aimed at long-term value creation.

- **Election of Directors**
  a) **Director Criteria**
     Proxies will typically be voted for a management proposed slate of directors. Riverbridge may vote against directors due to factors such as poor attendance history, lack of independence, inside director committee participation, perceived conflicts of interest or support of anti-takeover actions without shareholder approval.
  b) **Independence**
     Riverbridge defines an independent director to have no material relationship with the Company other than his or her directorship. No director should serve as a consultant or service provider to the Company. Proxies will typically be voted in support of the following principles: two-thirds majority of the board be comprised of independent directors and audit, compensation, nomination, corporate governance, and compliance committees comprised solely of independent board members.
  c) **Separation of the roles of Chairman and CEO**
     Recommendations to separate the roles of Chairman and CEO are evaluated on a case-by-case basis as Riverbridge believes that a one size fits all approach is not in the best interest of shareholders. In the absence of an independent chairman, Riverbridge supports the appointment of a lead director with authority to conduct sessions outside the presence of the insider chairman.

- **Executive Compensation**
  Riverbridge takes a long-term approach in evaluating executive compensation plans and the performance of the compensation committee. Therefore, the underlying fundamental performance of the Company, will be given substantial weight in ‘say-on-pay’ votes and voting on nominees serving on the Company’s compensation committee. Riverbridge generally does not support executive compensation evaluation methods that weight heavily the performance of a security over relatively short periods of time. As a consistent feedback mechanism, Riverbridge generally supports annual “say-on-pay” voting frequency.

In cases in which the Company has engaged in what we judge to be unsatisfactory compensation practices, we may vote against nomination of members of the Company’s compensation committee, its entire board of directors and/or its chief executive officer. Examples of compensation practices generally considered unsatisfactory include but are
not limited to: practices commonly referred to as “options backdating,” stock option grants at less than fair market value, exchange of underwater stock options, pyramiding of stock options, “pay-for-failure” executive severance provisions, change-in-control payments which are either excessive or which are not tied to loss of job or significant reduction in duties, excessive executive perquisites, and unjustified changes in the performance metrics applied to performance-based compensation.

• **Ratification of Independent Auditors**
  Management recommendations regarding selection of an auditor are generally supported; however, Riverbridge will not support the ratification of an auditor when there is a lack of independence, accounting irregularity, or negligence by the auditor. Reasons Riverbridge may vote against an auditor appointment include but are not limited to: auditor has a financial interest in or association with the Company that suggest the auditor is therefore not independent, auditor bears responsibility for a restatement by the Company, auditor support of aggressive accounting policies, there is reason to believe that the auditor has rendered an opinion which is neither accurate nor indicative of the Company’s financial position, when a Company changes auditors as a result of a material disagreement between the Company and the auditor regarding accounting principles or disclosures.

• **Shareholder rights**
  Riverbridge will generally not favor proposals which are designed to make it difficult for a Company to be acquired or which tend to entrench current management at the expense of securities holders. Therefore, we will generally be expected to vote against proposals approving classified boards of directors, blank check preferred stock, unequal voting rights plans, elimination of shareholder action by written consent, and unreasonable restrictions on shareholders’ rights to hold special meetings.

• **Changes in Capital Structure or State of Incorporation**
  Proposals to increase the number of authorized shares will be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. In general, Riverbridge supports the authorization of additional common shares. Factors evaluated include specified purpose of the proposed increase, explanation of risks to shareholders of failing to approve the request, assessment of potential dilution, recent track record for using authorized shares, and overall corporate governance track record. Riverbridge will generally vote against reincorporation where the financial benefits are minimal and there is a dilution of shareholder rights.

• **Mergers and Acquisitions, Corporate Restructuring**
  Merger and Acquisition proposals will be evaluated on a case-by-case basis, considering factors such as projected financial and operating benefits, offer price, prospects of the combined companies, negotiation process, and changes in corporate governance. Corporate restructuring in the form of leveraged buyouts, spin-offs, liquidations, and asset sales will be evaluated on a case-by-case basis.

• **Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) Issues**
Riverbridge views strong environmental, social and governance practices as crucial input to long-term value creation. In most, if not all cases, this will mean that the proposals which maximize the value of portfolio securities over the long term will be approved with consideration for the ESG issues that aid in this objective.

Riverbridge believes policy decisions are typically better left to management and the board and will evaluate shareholder proposals regarding ESG issues on a case-by-case basis. Riverbridge will generally vote consistent with management’s recommendation on such proposals. Examples where Riverbridge may vote otherwise include a reasonable proposal with a clear and direct positive financial effect on shareholder value that would not be burdensome or impose unnecessary or excessive costs on the issuer, and a reasonable proposal that mitigates significant risk to long-term shareholders stemming from governance practices, environmental regulation, or legal or reputational issues.

While Riverbridge views strong ESG practices as crucial input to long-term value creation, we recognize that some clients may approach these issues from a different perspective. As such, rather than having Riverbridge vote on behalf of the client, a client may retain the right to vote their own proxies.

Riverbridge’s Investment Team is responsible for identifying material conflicts of interest when voting proxies. Examples include voting on a security held in a company where we also manage that company’s pension assets, an officer or director of a corporation in which Riverbridge invests is also a client of Riverbridge; a principal of Riverbridge has a personal relationship with an officer or director of a corporation in which Riverbridge invests that would bias Riverbridge’s ability to vote without conflict, Riverbridge has a financial interest in the outcome of a proxy vote. If a conflict is identified, Riverbridge will use an independent third party to recommend how the proxy involving the conflict should be voted, solely in the interest of the client, generally meaning in the interest of maximizing portfolio assets over the long term. Riverbridge will record the security involved, the basis for the conflict and our proxy votes as they relate to this security.

This is also the proxy voting policy and procedures for the Riverbridge mutual funds.